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Introduction
• The acquisition of (restrictive) relative clauses is a very
well-studied topic crosslinguistically, both in syntax and
in L1 and L2 acquisition.

• Definition:
«The head [of the restricting clause] in itself has a certain
potential range of referents, but the restricting clause
restricts this set by giving a proposition that must be true
of the actual referents of the over-all construction».
(Comrie 1981: 143)

Introduction
Types of relativization across languages:
• Non-reduction type  the head noun appears in full, unreduced form, in the
embedded clause (e.g. Diegueño, Bambara);
• Pronoun retention type  the head noun remains in the embedded sentence
in pronominal form (e.g. Persian);
• Relative pronoun type  involves greater deformation of the structure of the
embedded sentence, because it involves wh-movement of the head from its
base-position to the left of the sentence, binding a (null) gap left behind. The
relative pronoun may be preceded by a preposition and it may show Case
morphology (e.g. Romance languages, English, Russian);
• Gap relative type  it does not provide any overt indication of the role of the
head within the relative clause, and therefore is the less explicit relative clause
type (e.g. Romance languages, English, Mandarin Chinese).

Introduction
• Crosslinguistic generalization:
«(...) whenever a language has both a more explicit and a less explicit way
of forming relative clauses (...), then the more explicit type will be used
lower down the [syntactic] hierarchy and the less explicit type higher up
the hierarchy.
The generalization thus has a functional basis: the more difficult a position
is to relativize, the more explicit indication is given of what position is
being relativized, to facilitate recovery of this information» (Comrie 1981:
163)
• Hierarchy of accessibility (Comrie 1981: 156):

Subject > Direct object > Non-direct object > Possessor

Goals
This study is based on error analysis and we aim at:
• Focusing on the impact that crosslinguistic influences have in
the L2 acquisition of Portuguese relative clauses acquired by
Chinese learners;
– To analyze strategies of avoidance:
 Does their avoidance correspond to the Comrie’s
Hierarchical Accessibility, reflecting degree of typological
markedness?
 Is there a preferred type of Portuguese relative clauses for
Chinese learners?

Goals
• Avoidance is a strategy that L2 learners might resort to
when:
– they perceived that it was difficult to produce a target
language word or structure, (Schachter, 1974; Kleinmann,
1978; Laufer, 2000; Liao & Fukuya, 2004);
– a structure does not exist in the L1 (Benson, 2002).

Learners choice to replace it with an alternative which is
perceived as less difficult and less error prone.

Goals
(1)

Goals
• To evaluate the Full Transfer/Full Access Hypothesis
(Schwartz & Sprouse 1994, 1996) for the relative clauses
strategies used by (intermediate) Chinese learners of
PL2.
– Chinese PL2 learners present difficulties in RCs structures due
to the transfer of the Chinese grammar settings.
– Chinese PL2 learners have full access to UG to readjust the
relative clauses parameters in order to match the grammar of
the L2.

Goals
• Full Transfer/Full Access hypothesis (FTFA)
(Schwartz & Sprouse 1994, 1996; White, 2003)
posits that:
– the learner's L1 grammar constitutes the initial
state of L2 acquisition (= full transfer);

– the L2 learner has access to UG in its entirety and,
hence, parameter resetting is possible in L2
acquisition (= full access) in the subsequent and
final stages of the L2.

Portuguese restrictive relative clauses
Properties:
• N-initial (the head precedes the relative clause)
• All syntactic positions can be relativized (SBJ > DO > IO >
OBL > POSS)
• ‘Gap type’, without complementizer deletion (for SBJ and
DO – (2))

Portuguese restrictive relative clauses
• ‘Relative pronoun type’ (for IO, OBL and POSS – (3-4))
• Obligatory wh-movement (a wh-Operator binds the head
and the gap within the relative clause, forming a wh-chain)
• Canonical PP pied-piping (3), not allowing P-stranding

Portuguese restrictive relative clauses
• Non-canonical P-chopping (5) and resumption (6)
(Alexandre 2000)

Chinese restrictive relative clauses
Properties:
• (Consistently) Head-final (Hu & Liu 2007) (7)
• All syntactic positions can be relativized (SBJ > DO > IO > OBL >
POSS)
• ‘Gap type’, without complementizer deletion (“Relative clause
marker “的” (DE)”, Cui (2013: 26))
(7)

Chinese restrictive relative clauses
• No relative pronouns
• No wh-movement (in Syntax, only in LF)
• No PP pied-piping

Chinese restrictive relative clauses
• No Preposition or Postposition-stranding (Djamouri, Paul &
Whitman 2013) (8)
(8) a.

b.

Chinese restrictive relative clauses
• Obligatory resumption in IO and POSS relatives, optional in DO
relatives (Hu & Liu 2007) (9)

(9)

Summing up…
Table 1. European Portuguese vs. Mandarin Chinese: restrictive relative clauses properties

Corpus
• Corpus de Português Língua Estrangeira/Língua Segunda
(COPLE2), FLUL, Project LeCIEPLE (FCG, 134655);
• Written and oral texts produced by learners of Portuguese L2 .
• Learners aged between 18 and 40 years old, with a wide range
of native languages.
• Texts digitalized, transcribed according to the Text Encoding
Initiative (TEI) guidelines, described in terms of metadata and
tagged with error annotation.
• Subcorpus:
– 111 texts from 64 Chinese learners of PFL, at intermediate level.

Corpus
• Sample of an XML text produced by a Mandarin
Chinese learner of PFL.
A minha mãe <del hand="corrector">soube</del>
<remarks>professor: marca</remarks> essas
palavras<add hand="zh001">não</add> foram normais
imediatamente e <add hand="corrector">"</add> abraçou
<add hand="corrector">"</add> a bolsa dela.
__________________
For ease of exposition, we’ve decided to present sentences without the
annotation marks.

Data
• Relative clause Avoidance (complementizer omission and/or
parataxis):
(10)

(11)

Data
– Complementizer omission:
(12)

(13)

Data
• Chopping relative clauses
(14)

(15)

Data
• Onde ‘where’ as a universal relative marker for [+Locative] RCs:
(16)

(17)

Data
• Quem ‘who’ as a [+Human] RC marker:
(18)

(19)

Data
• Relative pronoun insertion:
(20)

(21)

Discussion
• RC avoidance (see Flynn 1989, Man 2007)
– (Relative) complementizer omission (related to completive
COMP omission, Matos & Leiria 2010/2011)
(22)

Chinese learners of PL2 produce RCs without an overt complementizer
because they are interpreting que ‘that’ only as a complement marker and
not as a relative marker.  Transfer from L1

Discussion
• RC chopping
– It is a strategy to escape PP-pied-piping (Alexandre 2000)

Chinese learners of PL2 produce chopping RCs because they are
avoiding pied-piping (since Mandarin Chinese does not allow it) 
Transfer (?) from L1

Discussion
• Use of onde and quem:
– They are used in contexts where we would expect the
complementizer que ‘that’ to occur.

Chinese learners of PL2 overgeneralize the use of onde and quem
because they have acquired their semantic features [+Loc] and
[+Hum], respectively  Full Access to UG

Discussion
• Use of o qual ‘which’:
– It is used in contexts where we would expect the
complementizer que ‘that’ to occur.

Chinese learners of PL2 overgeneralize the use of o qual because
they have acquired its formal feature [+Cat_relative pronoun] 
Full Access to UG

Final remarks
• The avoidance strategy observed in our data does not reflect a
degree of typological markedness (Hierarchical Accessibility)
– SBJ RCs are the preferred target of avoidance (see similar cases in
Portuguese L1 RCs acquisition, Vasconcelos 1991)

• We may have evidence supporting the FT/FA Hypothesis,
since it may explain why sometimes learners transfer their L1
properties (here, the relative marker reinterpreted as a
complement marker) into PL2, yielding COMP omission; and
in most of the times learners build their interlanguage
grammar based on direct access to UG (see the use of quem
‘who’ as a [+Human] relative clause marker or onde ‘where’ as
a [+Locative] relativizer).

Final remarks
• In this study we have shown that Chinese learners of
PL2 do in fact avoid some relative clauses structures,
but we cannot say that they avoid more than other
PL2 learners (with different L1s). This will be the
topic of further research based on the COPLE2
metadata.
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